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New Road Alert Newsletter - March 2009

Coming soon!

Newest roads & rides!

Just when you thought all the
elections were over ... soon
The Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge Loop
you'll be able to cast your
(Maryland)
vote to help decide which are
- "meanders around and through Maryland's scenic
our Top 10 Motorcycle
eastern shore and through the Blackwater National Wildlife Roads in the Nation and
Refuge Area"
which new road will be
named the 2009 New
Motorcycle Road of the
Turnbull Bay Loop
year.
(Florida)
- "this Florida motorcycle ride takes you through some
Help the "have-not"
pastures, fields, tree lined stretches of road ... a nice interstates
coastal ride towards the end of the route"
Some states are way behind
other states in terms of the
number of motorcycle road
Scenic Inland Ride from Oak Hill to Port Orange Beaches listings found on
(Florida)
MotorcycleRoads.com. We'd
- "nice motorcycle ride featuring in a curvy road through like to balance things out and
many farm towns with pastures and the like ... southern half help our "have-not" states.
of this route specializes in nice rural Florida riding"
So, if you know of a nice road
or route in Nebraska,
Delaware, and North Dakota
please add the road to our
Poopy's Triangle
collection. Come on ... we
(Iowa)
know some of you out there
- "namesake for this Iowa motorcycle ride is Poopy's Pub have a suggestion or two to
and Grub which is touted as "Illinois Biggest Biker
contribute!
Destination" ... as far as scenery goes, this is by far one of
Motorcycle Quiz
the most scenic routes in Iowa, second to only the great
river road!"
Between 2000 and 2007,
helmet usage in the US:
a. rose 20%
b. stayed roughly the same
The Southern Caribou National Forest Loop
c. fell 20%
(Idaho)
- "driving through beautiful rugged mountain ranges, some
wide-open spaced cattle country, untouched open fields, *See answer at bottom
and even sections of desert expanse"
The Seven Bridges Ride - Part 1
(Kansas)
- "This is the first half of the Seven Bridges Ride, so named
for the seven Stone Arch Bridges which can be found
along the entire route. Cowley County boasts a number of
these structures, some traversable and some not"

Join the fastest growing Motorcycle Rider social
network on the Internet!
Are you a member of one of the social networks that are exploding on the Internet like
Facebook or MySpace? Social networks are online communities of people who share
similar interests or participate in similar activities. Unfortunately, you won’t be satisfied with
a generic, open to everyone, social networking site because they don’t focus on your unique
interests, experiences, and needs as a motorcycle rider. That’s why MotorcycleMyPlace was
created! It’s a social networking site created specifically for the motorcycle riding
community. It offers a place where you and other motorcycle riders talk bikes, roads,
opinions and stories … a place where riders share their favorite pictures and videos … and
where group rides are organized and friends are made. It’s free, easy to explore, and only
for motorcycle riders! Check it out at www.MotorcycleMyPlace.com.
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Answer to Motorcycle Quiz
According to a 9/11/07 report from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, helmet usage
fell 20% from 2000 to the year 2007. The study sited 71% of riders using helmets in 2000
and 51% in 2007.
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